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Abstract—For a mathematical description of pulsed laser heating, melting, and evaporation of an alu
minium target in an ambient atmosphere, a one dimensional, multifront hydrodynamic Stephan
problem was used, written for both phases (liquid and solid). On the boundary of solid and gaseous
forms, the Stephan problem is combined with radiation gasdynamic equations, with thermal conduc
tivity, and describes processes in the evaporated material and surrounding gas. For the numerical solu
tion, finite difference method of dynamic adaptation, which gives an opportunity of explicitly tracking
interphase boundaries and shock waves, was applied. As a result, in the process of the solution, the
problem had 6 computational regions and 7 boundaries, 6 of them were moving, including 2 shock
waves and one free boundary in the atmosphere. We used this model to calculate the pulsed laser inter
action with an aluminium target with the following parameters: λ = 0.8 μm, τ = 10–8–10–15 s, and G0 =
10–9–10–16 W/cm2. Modeling revealed that in the case of long ~1 ns pulses, most of the energy is spent
on melting and heating the liquid. The depth of the molten pool depth constitutes about 1.2 μm. In the
case of femtosecond pulses, most of the energy is spent on heating the solid body and the formation of
shock waves in it. The depth of the molten pool does not exceed 0.03 μm. Even though the evaporated
layers were of almost the same thickness. For nanosecond laser pulses with fluence J less than 30 J/cm2,
there is no plasma formation in the evaporated material. For the same fluence of femtosecond laser
pulses, plasma is formed after the pulses and is thermal by nature.
DOI: 10.1134/S2070048210030130

INTRODUCTION
The most important and influential parameters in the laser processing of materials, along with wave
length λ, are the pulse intensity G and duration τ. Two processes, the ablation of a material and plasma
formation play dominating roles in laser processing [1]. In the case of plasma formation, the dynamics of
these processes turns out to be interconnected [2].
The influence of highintensity G = 1015–1018 W/cm2 lasers on solid targets is one of the ways of cre
ating laser plasma with unique characteristics. The thin l ~ 0.1 μm plasma layer, forming on the surface of
a solid target by an ultrastrong light field, possesses an electron temperature T ~ 100 eV, high density of
charged particles Ne ~ 1022–1023 cm–3 and high gradients of electrons and ions. Such a plasma is the source
of strong Xray radiation [3], [4], which is one of the reasons of great interest in it.
Pulsed laser ablation underlies a number of widely used technologies, such as drilling, cutting, micro
and nanostructuring, spraying thin films, etc. [5]. Plasma and its evolution in laser ablationbased appli
cations in most cases play a negative role, however they may be interesting as well.
The influence of long and short pulses qualitatively differs according to the mechanisms of the conver
sion of laser radiation energy and the removal of matter from the radiation region. In the millisecond dura
tion range, the main removal mechanisms are connected with hydrodynamic phenomenons: thermocap
illarity, pressure, return, and others [6]. The instability of a number of processes is the distinguishing fea
ture of hydrodynamic mechanisms [7].
It is necessary to note an important role of phase transitions—melting and evaporation—in millisec
ond and submillisecond ranges. Modeling [8] showed that predominance of one or the other process
mostly depends on the temporal form of the pulse. If energy contribution is characterized by acceleration
or process stationarity, then the evaporation process predominates and the thicknesses of molten Δl and
evaporated Δev matters fit the expression Δl/Δev Ⰶ 1. Melting Δl/Δev Ⰷ 1 predominates for pulses with a
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flowing temporal profile (flowing triangle) and a temporal form without a constant component (Gaussian
profile).
In the nanosecond range, the role of evaporation and laser plasma intensifies [9], [10]. In a number of
modes, volumetric boiling completes surface evaporation [11].
Laser ablation in pico and femtosecond ranges is the most unstudied. At the same time, the number
of publications in this sphere have steadily grows, testifying to the great interest in the influence of high
intensity laser pulses on condensed mediums [12, 13]. Mostly, these works are devoted to experimental
observations [14–16]. Far fewer works attempt to theoretically explain the fundamental phenomenona,
accompanying ultrashort effect [17–19].
The main peculiarities of ultrashort effect on metals are connected with the highspeed and volumetric
nature of the liberation of laser pulse energy. The high heating rate of a condensed medium is conjugated
with fast phase transformations of matter, which is characterized by the transition of strong mass and
energy flows through interphase boundaries. The removal of energy by the flow of matter on aggregate
with the volumetric mechanism of the liberation of the energy of laser radiation promote the heating of
interphase surfaces to temperatures, which significantly exceed the temperatures of melting Tm0 and evap
oration Tb. Because of the same reasons, regions of temperature maximums are formed near the irradiated
surfaces in solid and liquid phases.
At the beginning, overheated metastable states were considered and fixed in the nanosecond influence
range [20]. In one of the first works [21], the overheating of the solid phase by 40–110 K with respect to a
temperature of Tm0 was experimentally established via the effect on silicon of a 26ns long laser pulse. In
theoretical works [22, 23], the dynamics of overheated metastable states in superconducting silicon irra
diated by pulses of nanosecond durations was studied with the help of mathematical modeling. The max
imal overheating of solid phase with respect to a temperature of Tm constituted 150 K.
With the development of laser techniques, reports [24] and articles [25–27] on the observation of over
heated metastable regions in pico and femtosecond ranges of influence appeared.
Generalizing the experimental results [15] of metal drilling by ultrashort pulses, we note the following
peculiarities and advantages:
—In proceeding from nano to femtosecond durations, part of the liquid fraction decreases and the
quality of the aperture increases;
—When the energy density J ≤ 5 J/cm2 of a pico and femtosecond laser pulse no plasma formation
occurs;
—Thermal conductivity effects are negligible in the time scale of the pulse;
—The average thickness of an evaporated layer at J ≤ 1 J/cm2 doesn’t exceed 100 nm.
It is necessary to note the important role of the dynamics of complex interconnected processes in con
densed and gaseous mediums in the formation of macroprocess on the whole. Thus, process dynamics is
connected with heating, cooling, and phase transition in the irradiated target. Thermal conductivity and
ablation define the dynamics of plasma coolingdown after the influence of a laser pulse. At the same time,
studying the dynamics of processes, especially when using ultrashort pulses, is linked with almost insuper
able restrictions. As a rule, experimental observations represent aftereffect results, which are insufficient
for understanding why the system gets into one or another state as a result of the influence. In such con
ditions, the role and partial weight of mathematical modeling methods in researches sharply increases.
The given work is devoted to mathematical modeling of dynamics of phase transitions, overheated
metastable states, and comparative analysis of the main characteristics of laser ablation in the nano and
femtosecond range of influence.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Laser radiation propagates from right to left, being partially absorbed and partially reflected by the sur
face of the metal target (Fig. 1). Figure 1 also shows the spatial position of phases, interphase boundaries
Γsl, Γlv, and shock waves Γsh, s, Γsh, g.
The problem was stated under the following assumptions and restrictions:
—Energy removal of laser radiation regarding the target grid occurs instantly;
—Phase transformations are of a thermal nature;
—Mechanisms of volumetric melting and evaporation are not considered. It is assumed that the melt
ing front appears on the irradiated surface at the moment of reaching a temperature if Tm0;
—Overheated metastable states behave stably during the observation.
The mathematical description and modeling of a laser ablation of a solid aluminium target into a
medium with reverse pressure is performed within the framework of a onedimensional multifrontal
hydrodynamic Stephan problem, written for both solid and liquid phases. The Stephan problem is con
nected with the gas dynamics equation system including thermal conductivity, which describes processes
in evaporated matter and a gaseous medium (air):
∂ρ + ∂
( ρu) = 0
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P = P ( ρ, T ), ε = ε ( ρ, T )
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k = s, l, v, g,

k

x ∈ [ Γ s, Γ sh, s ( t ) ] ∪ [ Γ sh, s ( t ), Γ sl ( t ) ] ∪ [ Γ sl ( t ), Γ lv ( t ) ] ∪ [ Γ lv ( t ), Γ vg ( t ) ]
∪ [ Γ vg ( t ), Γ sh, g ( t ) ] ∪ [ Γ sh, g ( t ), Γ g ( t ) ].

The accepted denotations: ρ, u, ε, T, and P are, respectively, the density, gasdynamic speed, internal
energy, temperature, and pressure of matter; κ and Iν are the absorption coefficient and spectral density
of plasma radiation; Iκν, eq is the density of equilibrium radiation; κL and G are the absorption coefficient
and density of laser radiation; and λ is the thermal conductivity coefficient. Indexes s, l, v, and g denote
that the magnitudes belong to solid, liquid, vaporous, and gaseous mediums, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the spatial position of phases.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1. Stationary left boundary
x = Γ s : u = 0,

W T = 0,

W I = 0.

(2)

2. Meltingcrystallization x = Γsl: on the melting boundary 3 conservation laws are formulated con
cerning mass, pulse, and energy, written in the coordinate system, moving at the speed of a solid phase
vsl = v sl* – us, where v sl* is the propagation rate of the meltingcrystallization front in a fixed (laboratory)
coordinate system:
ρ s v sl = ρ l ( u l – u s – v sl ),
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(4)

ne

W l – W s = ρ s v sl L m ,

(5)

∂T
∂T
where Ws = –λ(Ts) s , Wl = –λ(Tl) l , Cps, Cpl are the heat capacities of solid and liquid phases, respec
∂x
∂x
2

ρs + ρl ( us – ul )
ne
tively, and L m = Lm + (Cpl – Cps)(Tsl – Tm) + 
  is nonequilibrium melting heat.
2
ρs – ρl
Energy conservation law (5), representing the differential condition of Stephan, is supplemented with
a phenomenological condition of temperature equality on the interphase boundary
T sl = T s = T l = T m ( P s ).

(6)

The melting temperature Tm was assumed to depend on pressure Tm(Ps).
3. Evaporation x = Γlv: on the evaporating boundary, 3 conservation laws are formulated in the coor
dinate system moving at the speed of the solid phase vsl = v sl* – us:
ρ l v lv = ρ v ( u l – u v + v lv ),
2

(7)
2

P l + ρ l v l = p v + ρ v ( u l – u v + v lv ) ,
T

T

ne

W l – W v = – ρ l v lv L v ,

G = A ( T )G l ,

(8)
l

Wν = Wν ,

(9)

2

ρl + ρv ( ul – uv )
where
=
+ Cpv(Tb – Tlv) + 
  is the nonequilibrium evaporation heat. Magni
2
ρl – ρv
tudes Tv, ρv, and pv are defined from the expressions on the nonequilibrium Knudsen layer by the modi
fied Krut model [28]:
ne
Lv

e
L v (Tl)

T v = α T ( M )T l ,

ρ v = ρ H α ρ ( M ),

(10)

where αT(M), αρ(M) are Krut coefficients, M = uv/ush is the vapor outflow velocity in terms of Mach num
bers; ρH, PH(Tl) are the density and pressure of saturated vapors at a temperature of Tl.
An approximately 30μmthin aluminium target in air at a temperature of T0 = 273 K and pressure
P0 = 1 bar was considered as the researched matter. Values, corresponding to the solid and liquid phases
of aluminium, were used as the thermalphysic parameters. Equilibrium melting temperature constitutes
Tm, 0 = 993 K. Experimental dependence [29], approximated by the linear expression Tm(Ps) = (Tm, 0 + kPs),
where k = ∂Tm/∂Ps = 2 × 10–4 K/bar, was used as the function Tm(Ps). The critical temperature for alumin
ium was assumed to be equal to Tcr = 8 × 103 K. Beginning from the temperature T = 0.85Tcr, depending
on the coefficients of thermal conductivity and the absorption of laser radiation, their exponential
decreasing and exponential increasing was introduced at the critical point λcr = 0.01 J/(K cm), κcr =
103 cm–1 and Ccr = 10.200 J s/(g K). A wide range of the state equation [30] is used as the state equation.
COMPUTATION ALGORITHM
Numerical solution of the differential problem (1)–(9) was performed with the help of the finite dif
ference method with dynamic adaptation [31], which allows carrying out calculations with explicit allo
cation of interphase boundaries and shock waves. As a result, the number of computation domains may
reach six; at the same time, the number of boundaries will be equal to seven, six of which are moving,
including two shock waves and a free right boundary in the atmosphere.
MODELING RESULTS
The formulated model was applied for modeling a number of modes of the influence of laser with a
wavelength of λ = 0.8 μm, Gaussian intensity distribution by time G(t) = G0exp(–(t/τ)2), duration
τ =10–8–10–15 s, and peak intensity G0 = 108–1016 W/cm2. In the temporal distribution of a laser pulse
–∞ < t < maximum ∞ intensity corresponds to the moment of time t = 0, and the moment of time t =
–4τ is used as the beginning of the calculations. In the calculations, the energy density J = G0τ
changed in the range 1 ≤ J ≤ 50 J/cm2, and the absorptive capacity of the surface constituted A = 10%.
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fusivity coefficient, then, the absorption of laser radiation is
moment t = 78.5 fs for the influence mode
characterized by a superficial nature. In the opposite case,
with τ = 10 fs and G0 = 1014 W/cm2.
absorption nature is volumetric. In modes with phase trans
formations, the length of thermal influence is estimated by
the expression lT = a/v, where v is the motion velocity of the phase front (melting, evaporation). Thus, at
the velocity v ≥ (10–102) μs–1, corresponding to typical values of phase transition speeds in the nanosec
ond range even in metal targets, modes of volumetric radiation energy liberation, ακ/v ≤ 1, are achieved.
According to these elementary estimations, the nanosecond mode of influence on metals, at which a
change of the superficial absorption mechanism by volumetric occurs, is transitional. In the pico and
femtosecond range, absorption is wittingly volumetric, as lT Ⰶ lν. Thus, in the influence modes under con
sideration, energy liberation in a condensed medium occurs volumetrically. Under the combined influ
ence of the volumetric absorption of laser radiation and energy, liberated by the flow of matter through
interphase boundaries in both fractions of the target (liquid and solid), conditions are created for the for
mation of surface temperature maximums and the appearance of very overheated metastable states.
Liquid

General Processes
Part of the phenomena in a condensed and gaseous medium, independently of laser pulse duration, is
always present in the consideration. The presence of phase transitions is common to all the influence
modes: melting and evaporation, overheated metastable states, and shock waves in a gaseous medium. The
mentioned peculiarities are typical for both nano and pico femtosecond pulses.
However, in proceeding from long nanosecond pulses to ultrashort pico and femtosecond pulses not
only does the dynamics of phase transitions and metastable states change, but also the appearance of new
phenomena (shock waves in the solid phase and plasma formation processes in evaporated matter or a gas
eous medium) occurs. The appearance of lowtemperature thermal origin plasma (5 × 103 < Tmax < 104 K)
occurs after the end of the laser pulse. It is conditioned by forces of gasdynamic compression and it is
connected with the propagation of an intensive shock wave, generated by a strong vapor flow.
Condensed Medium
In terms of applications, the dynamics of phase transitions (melting, evaporation) and peculiarities of
their behavior in their dependence on the duration of a laser pulse are of the greatest interest. A decrease
in the duration of a laser pulse at the same energy density is accompanied by an increase of the heating rate
and correspondingly by an increase in the velocity vsl; and, as is wellknown [32], when t
0, the melt
ing front speed vsl ~ t–1/2
∞. However, the real melting rate always remains a finite magnitude. One of
the effective mechanisms of restricting the velocity vsl is the hydrodynamics of melt [33]. Its influence
becomes apparent particularly in the dependence of the melting temperature Tm = Tm(Ps) on pressure on
the melting surface Ps, whose magnitude is defined by the value of the velocity vst. As a result, an increasing
in vst leads to an increase in the pressure Ps and the temperature on the interphase boundary Tsl = Tm(Ps),
and an increase in the melting temperature Tm = Tm(Ps) restricts the growth of the velocity vsl.
The contribution of overheated metastable states increases with a decrease of τ and it defines the
dynamics of phase transitions in many respects. Figure 2 shows a typical example of the spatial structure
of the solution at ultrashort τ = 10 fs and J = 1 J/cm2 of the influence in the moment of formation of shock
waves in the solid phase and gaseous medium t ≈ 80 fs.
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Fig. 4. Temporal profiles of the speed of a melting
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vlv for a laser pulse in the influence mode with τ =
10 fs and G0 = 1015 W/cm2.

The moment of melting of the formation was defined by the heating of the target surface to the
equilibrium melting temperature Tm, 0. When it was reached, the liquid phase with an initial thickness
~(0.2–2) Å was introduced into consideration. The volumetric mechanism of radiation absorption and
the flow of matter through the interphase boundary x = Γsl form the maximum of the surface temperature
in the solid phase.
With further heating of the target surface to the temperature, at which the pressure of the saturated
vapor on the liquid surface begins exceeding air pressure, the second phase transition, surface evaporation,
is introduced into consideration. Intensive surface evaporation combined with the liberation of volumetric
energy of laser radiation form the second surface temperature maximum (Fig. 2) in liquid at some distance
from the evaporation front. The position of the temperature maximums in solid and liquid phases is
defined by the correlation of phase front’s motion speeds and coefficients of thermal diffusivity and
absorption [17]. Since maximal values of the velocities vsl and vlv fit the expression vsl Ⰷ vlv (Fig. 3), the
value of the temperature maximum in a solid body considerably exceeds that of liquid.
The main peculiarity of threshold modes for ablation τ < 10–10 s and 0.1 < J < J/cm2 consists of the fact
that the thickness of the liquid phase doesn’t exceed 100–200 Å and it is transparent for laser radiation.
The energy of the laser pulse is almost completely absorbed in the solid phase, causing its considerable
overheating (Ts, max ~ 2000 K). The accumulated energy is mainly spent on the heating and melting of the
solid phase. Therefore, the melting process occurs more efficiently and the role of evaporation at low
energy densities 0.1 < J 1 J/cm2 is negligible. For the intensification of the ablation process in the picosec
ond range, it is necessary to increase the density of the absorbed energy to J > 1 J/cm2.
In the ultrashort pulse range (10–12 < τ ≤ 10–15) at 1 ≤ J ≤ 10 J/cm2, the rapid heating of the target, the
high melting rate, and relatively slow energy transfer at the expense of thermal conductivity lead to a sig
nificantly stronger overheating of the solid phase in comparison with long nanosecond pulses. The maxi
mal melting front speed at T ≈ 10–13–10–15 s reaches acoustic speed in a solid body, which constitutes
~6.26 × 105 cm/s for aluminium. The approximation of the velocity vsl to acoustic speed, on the one hand,
creates conditions for the appearance of a shock wave in the solid phase and, on the other hand, it pro
motes its maximal overheating (Fig. 2). At the moment of the formation of shock waves in gaseous and
solid phases t ≈ 80 fs, the temperature maximum in the solid phase at τ = 10 fs and J = 1 L/cm2 is located
at a depth of ~200 Å from the boundary Γsl(t) and it constitutes ~6 × 103 K. The degree of overheating
degree Ts, max/Tm0 reaches a value of ~6.5. Correspondingly, the velocity, temperature, and pressure on the
interphase boundary Γsl(t) equal to vsl = 4 × 103 ms–1, Tsl Ⰷ Tm0 = 1.5 × 103 K, and Ps ≈ 0.5 Mbar. The
mentioned pressures are sufficient for the excitation of a strong shock wave in the solid phase.
Increasing the energy density to J = 10 J/cm2 at the same duration leads to a sharp intensification of
all overheating parameters (Fig. 3). Figures 3 and 4 show temporal involutions of the temperature on the
interphase boundaries Tsurf(t) and Tsl(t) and on the front of the shock waves Tsh, s(t) and Tsh, g(t), and also
on their corresponding propagation velocities vsl(t), vlv(t), and vsh(t). The curves imply that phase transi
tions and the shock wave in the solid phase appear on the rising edge of the laser pulse. Towards the middle
of the pulse, the velocity of the front reaches its limiting value, which is equal to the acoustic speed.
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The melting front and shock wave front possess approximately the same velocities and temperatures
and they propagate as a single complex. The energy accumulated in the solid phase provides a stabilizing
influence on the temperature of the evaporated surface, which reaches a magnitude of Tsurf = 7 × 103 K
and remains constant till the complete disappearance of the overheating. The propagation velocities of the
shock waves and phase fronts also remain constant (Fig. 4). At the moment t ≈ 2.5 × 10–8 s, the excess
energy is completely removed from the overheating region and the spatial distribution of temperature no
longer contains surface maximums (Fig. 5). Such a lengthy energy redistribution in comparison with the
duration of the laser pulse is defined by the domination of the relatively slow conductive transfer mecha
nism. It is precisely the slow energy redistribution that explains the large thicknesses of the molten and
removed material. Thus, the melting front during the time t ≈ 0.5 × 10–8 s after the end of the laser pulse
moves at the acoustic speed together with the shock wave front. In time, with a decrease of the temperature
gradients in the interphase region, the velocity vsl decreases and the single complex of melting fronts and
the shock wave disintegrates. The shock wave becomes attenuated and its front goes far forward at the
acoustic speed (Fig. 5).
Surface evaporation before t = 0.8 × 10–8 s occurs with the maximum possible velocity, the Mach num
ber on the external boundary of the Knudsen layer M = 1 (Fig. 6). By the moment t = 0.8 × 10–8 s, plasmic
formations begin appearing in the gaseous medium under the influence of gasdynamic compression
forces, whose pressure exceeds the pressure of saturated vapor, and this slows down the evaporated matter
flow. The Mach number constantly decreases and by the moment t ≈ 2.5 × 10–8 it reduces to zero, M = 0
(Fig. 6); formally this corresponds to the end of the evaporation process. Evaporation stops despite the fact
that the surface temperature at this moment Tsurf = 3700 K exceeds the equilibrium boiling temperature
of aluminium Tb = 2730 K.
Approximately the same process pattern is observed in the picosecond influence range; this is testified
by the spatial distribution of the temperature at the moment t ≈ 2.5 × 10–8 s (Fig. 7). A comparatively small
amount of liquid manages to appear during the influence of the laser pulse in the considered duration
range. The thickness of the liquid phase during the pulse influence doesn’t exceed 300 Å. It is almost trans
parent for laser radiation because of the bleaching in the transcritical region. As a result, an almost spa
tially constant temperature is established in the liquid Tsl ≈ Tlv. After the end of the influence of the pulse,
the accumulated overheating energy of the solid phase is spent on heating the liquid phase and maintain
ing a high surface temperature. This ensures the long duration of the melting and evaporation processes
in comparison with the duration of the laser pulse.
Since the energy transfer from the heated solid phase region into the liquid phase is performed by a rel
atively slow thermal conductivity mechanism, the typical time of phase transformations for pico and
femtosecond pulses turn out to be approximately the same and is t = 2.5–3.0 ns (Fig. 8). Surface temper
ature maximums completely disappear by the moment t ~ 2.0–2.2 ns (Figs. 3, 7).
The dynamics of the considered phase transitions undergoes essential changes with a change of the
duration of laser pulses. Figures 9 and 10 show the dependences of the maximal values of the melting
rate vsl, evaporation rate vlv, thicknesses of melt Δl, and evaporated layers Δev on the duration of laser
pulses. Analysis of these dependences showed that in long pulses 10–8 ≥ τ ≥ 10–9 s and energy density
1 ≤ J ≤ 10 J/cm2, melting and evaporation occur according to the usual scheme. The surface temperature
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Fig. 10. Dependences of the thicknesses of the
melt Δl(τ) and the evaporated layer Δev(τ) on
laser pulse duration τ.

Tsur ≈ (5.7–7.2) × 103 K and the surface evaporation rate |vlv | = 10–27 m s–1 follow the change of the
radiation intensity with a little delay. Values of the maximal melting rate are contained in the range 50–
5 × 102 m s–1 (Fig. 9). The maximal melt thickness grows with an increase of τ and reaches its maximum
at τ = 10–8 s, (δliq ≈ 1.9 μm) (see Fig. 10).The thickness of the removed material Δev is greater than Δl by
more than one order of magnitude (Fig. 10). Pressure on the surface of the solid phase Ps doesn’t exceed
4 × 103 bar. The temperature Tsl on the interphase boundary at such pressure barely differs from the equi
librium temperature Tsl ≅ Tm0. Surface a temperature maximum is at some distance from the interphase
boundary Γsl and its value exceeds that of equilibrium melting temperature by several tens of degrees. Such
negligible overheating of the solid phase disappears relatively fast without qualitatively affecting the
melting and evaporation processes. Its presence influences only the increase of the life time of the melt
and the duration of the evaporation process, which turns out to be 2.5 times greater than the duration τ
at τ ≅ 10–8 s (Fig. 8).
Temporal dependences of the maximal melt depth Δl(τ) of the evaporated layers Δev(τ) tend to decrease
with a decrease of τ and they change in the range Δl(τ) ~ (1.95–0.6) μm and Δev(τ) ~ (0.13 μm–230 Å)
(see Fig. 4). It is necessary to note that the thickness of the evaporated matter is in good agreement with
the experimental data [15]. Thus, owing to the appearance of overheated metastable states, a decrease of
the duration of the laser pulse by 4–7 orders of magnitude leads to a decrease of the thicknesses Δl(τ) and
Δev(τ) by only 3–6 times. According to the expression vsl Ⰷ vlv (Fig. 9), the melt depth Δl(τ) in all the con
sidered time span turns out to be much greater than the thickness of the evaporated layer Δev(τ) and their
relation is equal to Δl(τ)/Δev(τ) ≈ 10–30 (Fig. 10). However, in the femtosecond range, where the temper
ature of metastable states approximates the critical temperature or exceeds it, one should most probably
expect the surface evaporation mechanism to be changed by a volumetric one.
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Gaseous Medium
The state of the vapor near the liquid boundary in the mode before the plasma is mainly defined by the
temperature on the evaporating surface and the thermal conductivity of the liquid. At the same time, the
heating of vapor due to the absorption of the laser radiation, for which it is almost transparent, is negligible.
In a gaseous medium, a fast expanding vapor flow, whose speed near the contact boundary reaches sev
eral kilometers per second, acts like an accelerating piston, pushing cold air out. Beginning from a certain
moment of time, it leads to the formation of a shock wave in the gas. The shock wave, explicitly distin
guished with the help of the Rankin–Hugoniot conditions, propagates towards the laser radiation. Signif
icantly later, after the end of the influence of the laser, a lowtemperature plasma appears in the gaseous
phase due to the work of the compression forces.
Figure 2 shows a typical example of the structure of a spatial solution, obtained during an ultrashort
(τ = 10 fs) influence at the moment of the developed plasma formation, t ≈ 2.5 ns. The maximal plasma
temperature reaches a magnitude of Tmax ≈ 7400 K and it is located behind the shock wave front near the
vaporair contact boundary. The spatial size of the vapor domain during the influence of the pulse is small
and it constitutes ~7 × 10–3 μm, and by the end of evaporation it reaches a magnitude of 7.5 μm (Fig. 5).
At a high enough intensity of laser radiation G > 1016 W/cm2 in vapor near the evaporating surface, laser
plasma may appear, starting with the avalanchelike growth of temperature, the concentration of charged
particles, and the absorption coefficient. This process of strongly ionized and absorbing plasma is an equi
librium analogue of the optical breakdown. The vapor temperature sharply increases to 106 K, the con
centration of electrons Ne ≈ 8 × 1022 cm–3, and the absorption coefficient κ ≈ 105 cm–1. A new shock wave
is formed, which propagates from the surface, catches up with the first shock wave in the gas and absorbs
it. A decrease of the laser energy flow on the target surface, caused by the growth of the absorption coef
ficient with a simultaneous increase of the pressure in the plasma, leads to a complete stopping of the sur
face evaporation.
CONCLUSIONS
The performed analysis allows one to conclude that long nanosecond and ultrashort pico and femto
second pulses essentially differ from each other by mechanisms of the transformation of the energy of laser
pulses at one and the same energy density J.
For long pulses of τ ~ 10 ns, the maximal value of the surface temperature (Tsur ≈ 5800 K) is reached
with a negligible displacement with respect to the peak pulse intensity. A slight overheating of the solid
phase (tens of degrees) promotes an increase of the evaporation time tvap by 2.5 times with respect to the
duration of the laser pulse τ. Most of the energy of the pulse is spent on melting and evaporation processes.
A smaller part of the energy is spent on heating the solid phase and generation of a shock wave in a gaseous
medium.
In proceeding to ultrashort pulses, an increasing part of the energy of laser pulses is spent on creating
overheated metastable states in a condensed medium and generating shock waves in a solid phase and in
a gaseous medium. Less part of energy is spent on evaporation process. Thus, if at τ ~ 10 ns, the relation
of the thicknesses Δl(τ)/Δev(τ) did not exceed 20, then at τ ~ 10 fs it reaches 30.
In the femtosecond range, the magnitude of the overheating of the solid phase Ts, max/Tm0 reaches the
values 8–10, and the maximum surface temperature becomes comparable with the critical temperature.
In these cases, the spinodal decomposition of metastable states or the nucleation of a new phase are very
likely to occur; this corresponds to a change of the surface mechanisms of phase transformations by vol
umetric ones.
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